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Coloring Urbaka Limoges June 2017

Coloring
A monumental installation full of color and light appears little by little on the walls of
the city. A participatory work takes shape in the public space, with the audience invited, the
passers-by, the onlookers, the unknown. A meeting between you and me, between us and a
place, around the Street Art.
Art here is a jubilant tool for men, for the return of the living, a life-giving moment
outside the path of our lives. A common visual creation to color the city and make it shine,
find its soul, make it big and small and illuminate a territory of a moment of sharing and a
stunning result, awakening, creative.
The work and the way to talk about living freely, to move in space with fluidity, to
swim, to fly in the life that a lot of people are carrying out. It is an ode to take the time to live,
to stop, to ask, to look. It is also an interval of possible, an improvisation for everyone around
simple recipient to make emerge the work with joy and malice.

Coloring Voix Publiques Chabeuil April 2017

1 /// Begenning Empty forms creep up as time goes by in an urban space, in a place of life
and meeting, on the one-way street of a daily life for some. These empty forms gradually take
their places, they trace their paths, leave the sidewalk, appear from your window, disappear
under a door and reappear near a doorbell.

Coloring Le Manège National Scene Reims May 2017
2 /// Order The public is led to action using gaff, an ephemeral tape that simply tears by hand
and leaves no trace on the walls. We propose to choose among the existing colors and among
three widths of different gaff bands. They cut out Gaff's "Square" shapes for gluing between
the thin lines of gaff still empty forms and where their hearts dictate to them the happy
evidence. They stick one end, two ends, three ends, as they see fit. Everyone is free to stick or
not, a little or a lot. I ask him to vary the areas of collages, the colors, as well as the different
widths possible. The idea is also that everyone can take pleasure in the human sharing that
releases this joyous proposition, that men of all ages invent at leisure.

Coloring Le Manège National Scene Reims May 2017

3 /// End When I feel that the shapes are full, we stop sticking inside it. Once all empty forms
have been filled, it's time to move on to a moment of magic! The public and I then delicately
remove the fine lines of gaff that surrounded the formerly empty forms, to free them in the
space they color and now radiate their presence. It only remains then to enjoy this moment,
the common work, to come back to see it at other times too, to digest and feel what it gives us,
to express itself freely. Each installation is different in its design and its colors, entirely In
Situ.

Coloring Voix Publiques Drôme April 2017

Coloring Le Manège National Scene Reims Mai 2017

4 /// Workshop
Around the performance, there is the possibility of opening times to specific audiences or not,
to realize it on times other than broadcast times with the public of the event.
It is an opening that can be done with mixed audiences or not, from 3 to 77 years, public
disabled or not, public marginal or not. It opens to all without distinction of any kind.

Coloring Autostad for Wolswagen Wolfsburg Germany September
September 2017

Dates 2018
Performance /// Installation /// Workshop
Familiarité /// le Manège Scène Nationale Scene ///Monumental Installation///
Workshop /// Performance « Public intimate space» et "Coloring"/// june Reims
Danse Pei /// Performance "Coloring" /// october La Reunion
Le Moulin Fondu CNAREP /// Installation May
L'Annuelle /// Performance "Coloring" /// June Besançon
Verega Street /// Performance « Coloring » /// june Italie
Chahut /// Performance "Coloring" /// June Bordeaux
Off Festival Vivacité L'Atelier 231 CNAREP // Performance "Coloring" /// June
Chalon dans la rue L'Abattoir CNAREP // Performance "Coloring" /// july Chalon sur
Saone
L'Herbe Folle /// Performance "Coloring" /// July Saussan
Centre Culturel de Sarev /// Performance "Coloring" /// August Marseille
Festival d'Aurillac Le Parapluie CNAREP /// Performance "Coloring" August
HH producties /// Installation /// july Amsterdam
Ona Gastronomic Restaurant Vegan /// Performance Poetry /// Design /// 2018
Le Voyage à Nantes /// Installation /// Summer 2018
Centre Culturel Lamartine /// Performance "Coloring" September Paris

Residence
104 /// september Paris
Venise /// Residency In Situ /// may
Le Manège National Scene /// 7 at 12 june Reims
Artiste à la campagne /// June Besançon

Exposition
Salon de Montrouge /// Paris
CACLB /// Belgique October
Recyclart /// Bruxelles May

Poetry
"Eternal Unspeakable" /// Poetic Collection /// Release Spring

Supports
Le 104 Paris
Le Manège National Scene of Reims
Le Cirque Jules Vernes National Area for circus and art in public space
Bonlieu National Scene of Annecy
Recyclart Brussels

Technical Sheet
Tracking

A common time to see one to several places to choose one. The installation is about two meters
high and varies in width from a few meters to a few tens of meters. It also sometimes travels a
little soil. The colors chosen for the work as well as the overall shape that it will have, also
depend on the place in which it fits.

Installation

Upstream Application for authorization to provide. One day to make empty shapes.
Live Two to five days of participatory creation. Two to three times of two hours per day of
participatory performance. The more we work, the more the work is monumental in width.
After Uninstall in a few hours.

Material

Autonomous for materials. I have the gaff delivered by carrier to the delivery address. Need
two tables and two chairs at the place to put the material.

Artistic Team

1 person
I need two to three volunteers or intermittent people during the live performance.

Coloring Autostad pour Wolswagen Wolfsburg Allemagne Septembre 2017

